3-ply Paper Moving Blankets/Pads

Ipsco manufactures high quality, low cost paper moving blankets for the moving industry. Our paper blankets provide superior surface and structural protection for furniture and appliances during the moving process. IPSCO paper blankets are constructed of two outer layers of brown kraft and three inner layers of light weight paper. The three inner layers can consist of newsprint, light weight kraft, tissue, bogus, or non woven papers.

Moving Blanket detail

Paper Moving Blanket Sizes

Available in standard sizes of 48" x 72" and 60" x 72". Our furniture moving blankets are folded, bundled and strapped 25 pcs. per bundle then palletized 500 pcs. per pallet. Ipsco can convert non standard, custom lengths and widths upon request.

Special packaging, extra layers, heavier inner layers and specific outer layer material available upon request. We can also add our indented papers to the inner layers for additional cushioning value.

Please contact us for samples, product information and pricing.